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Cleveland’s Musical Hruby Family
Dedication
The authors dedicate this history of Cleveland’s Musical Hruby Family to the two people they
believe would most like to read it:
To the Hruby Family’s energetic founder-father Frank Hruby IV, who established the family musically in Cleveland but died unexpectedly before the family
accomplishments reached their height. The original Frank was proud of his family and would be delighted to see how his family’s musical efforts turned out.
To Pollee P. Hruby, the late wife of Frank VI, who spent several years in the
1990s and early 2000s expertly and painstakingly cataloging the Hruby family’s
accumulated photographs, writings, publicity clippings, travel-account notebooks, recordings and artifacts. Pollee affectionately encouraged her husband to
write this history, and was happy to do the preparatory work organizing the materials. She would enjoy seeing the family records presented in this form.

Foreword
Many Clevelanders have used the term “Musical Hrubys” to describe three generations of a family of professional musicians. The family consisted of a musically gifted father, Frank Hruby IV,
his eight talented children--six boys and two girls--and several of his children’s sons, who were
active as a family in musical circles in Cleveland, Ohio, from 1889 to 1968. The eight siblings
were unusual in that all were skilled musicians––each of them played two to four instruments
professionally. They spent their lives working together as performing musical artists and musical
instructors. The three generations were active in different sectors of the musical entertainment
business during the period following the American Industrial Revolution, and before the rise of
vaudeville and its popular-entertainment descendants, radio and television.
The Musical Hrubys’ years of prominence in Cleveland coincided with the cultural height of live
music presentations. From the 1880s to the Second World War, live music by professional musicians was featured by every theater presentation, civic parade, hotel lobby, public event, political
gathering, funeral procession, summer afternoon or evening concert on the town green, fine restaurant, and waterside amusement park. Pervasive live-music peak gave way to the explosive
growth of recorded and broadcast music, which continues as streaming digital music today.
Hruby family lore relates that three immediate generations of their forefathers who lived in
Europe were named Frantacek, “Frank” in Bohemian. With so many family members named
Frank, the authors used the following convention: Frank IV is the founding father; Frank V refers
to his son, and Frank VI refers to his grandson, the lead author, widely known as Frank Hruby, Jr.
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The Hruby Family history is easiest to understand by organizing their activities into six distinct
eras. The eras began in sequential order but endured for different lengths of time, so they often
overlapped.

Era One —Settlement in Cleveland
Beginning in 1883
The Hruby Family’s rise to prominence began with the
founding father, Frank IV, (1856 to 1912) who started
his career as a musician in Bohemia, in Europe. Bohemia is the region around Prague, and is now part of
the Czech Republic. A clarinetist by training, he
played in circus bands there, beginning at a young
age. He worked his way up, becoming the musical
director of the internationally famous Hagenbeck Circus. In those days “a circus” consisted of high-wire
acrobatics, musical entertainment, and animal acts.
The Hagenbeck Circus made periodic trips to England
to perform, and on those trips Frank IV learned to
converse in English.
1883, at age 27, Frank IV and his wife Katerina and
their six-month old son (Frank V) (1883 to 1974)
emigrated from Bohemia to Cleveland, Ohio, in
Katerina and Frank Hruby IV, with their first son, search of greater opportunities. Frank IV soon found
Frank V, on his knee. Photograph taken in Cleve- work in musical performance. He joined the Opera
land in 1894.
House orchestra
located at E. 4th
Street and Euclid Avenue, and played there for several
years. Seven more children followed their oldest brother.
In birth order the children were Frank, Alois, John, Cecelia,
Fred, Charles, Mayme, and William.
Musically, the father’s timing was perfect. The demand for
trained musicians in Cleveland leaped as the city’s economy boomed. Cleveland experienced enormous growth in
many different industries simultaneously: oil refining, iron
ore shipping, steel-making, machine tool production, railroads, and chemical manufacturing. Business growth propelled Cleveland to the rank of the nation’s sixth largest
city. The young musical Hruby family rode this growth by
entertaining Clevelanders and the nation.
During this era the founding Hruby became well known in
Cleveland and Northern Ohio for playing band and popular
music.
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The first available solo portrait of Frank IV in
a band uniform, taken about the time he
took over the Great Western Band, roughly
1888-89.

Era Two — The Great Western Band
Beginning in 1889
In 1889 Frank IV took over
the Directorship of an existing Cleveland group called
the Great Western Band
(GWB) and managed it
through 1907. The Great
Western Band consisted of
thirty-five to forty skilled
musicians that traveled
throughout Ohio, playing in
every major Ohio city in the
process.
In 1894, five years after
Frank IV took over the
GWB, the band played at
the dedication of the Soldiers and Sailors monument
in
Cleveland’s
Public
Square. At that ceremony
Ohio’s then-Governor William McKinley was the featured speaker.
Two years later Governor
McKinley was nominated
for the U.S. presidency by
the Republican party. The
This picture, a favorite of several generations of Hrubys, shows Frank IV as an
established Band Director. The photograph conveys his personal bearing, possibly at the peak of his personal career. This is the best technical shot among dozens of publicity photographs taken to promote the musical family.

Great Western Band played at McKinley’s nominating celebration
at the party’s national convention in St. Louis.
Frank’s oldest son, Frank V, joined the Great Western Band in 1893
at age 10 and his younger siblings joined in turn as they became old
enough to play.
Frank Hruby IV appears to have been a gifted promoter as well as a
skilled musician. He made good use of connections like the one
with William McKinley, something a later generation would call
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Clevelands Soldiers and Sailors
Monument, shown soon after its
completion in 1894.

networking. He also perfected his use of very high quality promotional photographs of himself
and his family, using these photos to promote their musical appearances. The surviving photos
are still compelling 100 years later. The photographs are sharply detailed. The subjects are
thoughtfully arranged and attractively posed, making the performers seem personally appealing.
Frank IV also seems to have been a deft father. A favorite family story relates that Frank IV’s
sons and their friends loved the game of baseball. The young Hrubys played sandlot ball with
neighborhood children during all their free time. Perceiving this pastime as competing with his
children’s music, one day Frank the father came home “with his arms full of band instruments”
he had bought used. He asked the other kids if they wanted to play a band instrument. The children leapt at the idea. From then on baseball took a back seat to music.
Eventually each Hruby child learned to play at least two instruments professionally, a remarkable
family achievement in any age.

Era Three — Hruby Family Orchestra
From 1907 through 1935
In 1907 Frank IV and his five older boys
formed the Hruby Brothers Orchestra. The
sisters joined as they learned to play, so they
changed the name to the Hruby Family Orchestra. Bill, the youngest, joined when very
young. If memory serves, only the children
traveled with the Orchestra. John as violinist
served as stand-up conductor. The Hruby
Family Orchestra eventually played more than

(Above) The Hruby Brothers Orchestra, first form of the
Hruby Family Orchestra. Here are five of the six brothers
(William being still too young to play) seen as they were
when they traveled the Chatauqua and Lyceum circuits. L
to R: Frank V, Alois, Charles, Fred, and John.

600 concerts from Maine to Oregon.

Now all six brothers form the Hruby Brothers Orchestra.
Bill (top left) joins his brothers Alois and John in the back
row Frank V, Charlie and Fred stand in front. Their appearances during the heyday of rail travel were made
possible by frequent rail service to nearly every town in
the country.
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The task of playing in so many distant locations
was made easier by playing on the Lyceum and
Chautauqua circuits. These two circuits were
the principal means whereby companies (groups
of diverse acts that stayed together all summer
long) played along a route of pre-arranged locations from state to state across the northern US.
Each company consisted of intellectual and in-

The complete Hruby Family Orchestra, 1912. Here are all eight siblings with their father Frank IV. Most family members hold their primary instruments. The photo appears to have been made to promote the Familys European tour
that year. The father died that year after the tour of Europe. L to R: Alois with cello, Fred with two clarinets (despite
his primary instrument being the piano), Mayme with a cello, Cecilia holding a flute, Bill in front with a cornet, Charles
in back with a violin, Frank IV with a bass clarinet, John with a violin, Frank V with an alto clarinet, leaning on a piano.
The draped table holds three cornets and supports two crossed herald trumpets leaning against it. The family members tried hard to associate themselves with their particular instruments. By rights, Fred should be nearest the piano.

spirational speakers known as elocutionists, musical performers, and magic acts. Companies on the
circuits traveled the country together, performing
before civic and community activity gatherings,
usually in the afternoon under tents. If the town
were large enough, the companies played in a local
theater or auditorium. In the days before recorded
and broadcast entertainment, these circuit performances served as the primary source of high-quality
live entertainment in thousands of small towns and
smaller cities across the United States.
These national circuits formed a pathway to wider
fame for the entertainers, helping them reach audiences well beyond their hometowns. The circuits
offered audiences afternoons or evenings of general
entertainment, which included animal acts, concerts, accompaniment to magic acts, operatic solos,
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The Hruby family on shipboard, on their way to their
European tour in 1912. (Back row, L to R) Celia,
Fred, Alois, unknown friend, Charles, Katerina,
Frank V, Frank IV. Front row: Bill, Johns wife Viola,
Alois wife Lillian, Mayme. The unknown friend looks
much like Katerina and might be a sister or cousin.

popular band or orchestral music of the era, and other attractions.
In Cleveland the Hruby Family Orchestra played in many
church and civic functions, such as for the Sisters of Charity,
a home for young orphan girls. During these years playing
together, the Hruby family gained a wide reputation for their
musical excellence.
In 1912 the father and the children traveled to Europe together for a European Tour. They played concerts in Holland,
Germany and Bohemia, birthplace of Frank (IV) and his wife
Katerina. Bohemia was one of the Austro-Hungarian nationstates that was merged to become Czechoslovakia. 1912 is

The older Hruby brothers during their
tour, somewhere in Europe.

sometimes called the apex of European cultural development.
The siblings’ father died in 1912
sometime after the trip. The Hruby
Family Orchestra continued playing
concerts together, but once the
Hruby siblings married, they traveled less. Their performances diminished further as their families
grew.
However, they continued
their father’s tradition of using highquality professional promotional
photos.
One infers from family stories and
Frank V’s photo album that the Or-

All nine members of the Hruby Family Orchestra In Europe. In front of
them stands a celebratory wreath bearing their name on its ribbon.
This is the last known photograph of all nine. L to R: Frank V, Fred,
Charlie, Cecelia, Frank IV, Bill (in front) John, Mayme, Alois.

The Hruby Family Orchestras train passed over this
trestle moments before it derailed.



chestra’s trips across the country were adventures
in early 20th Century America. For example,
Frank VI recalls that the brothers played cards as
a pastime on the trains. He remembers that his
father, who had good mathematic skills and a
seasoned musician’s gift for memorization, more
or less “counted the cards,” memorizing those
that had been played. Frank VI and his father
never discussed this skill, but one can draw some
tentative inferences about the uses to which they
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put their long hours on the trains.
Their extensive train travel exposed them to other
hazards. One series of
photographs in the family
album portrays the derailment of a five-car passenger train they were riding.
Had the derailment occurred even seconds earlier, the overturned cars
would have plunged off a The trains passengers, including several Hrubys,
fifty-foot high wooden tres- pose for a souvenir photograph after the wreck.
tle into a ravine and caused
a tragedy, not just an inconvenience memorialized in a photo album.
Part of the romance of rail
travel.

The Hruby Family Orchestra stopped traveling for out-of-town performances in 1922. It had performed in most of the states in the northern US.
The fame the siblings gained as the Hruby Family Orchestra gave them an unmatched prominence in Cleveland and set the stage for success in their next era.

The Hruby Family Orchestra around 1914. Back row, L to R: Alois, Charles, William, Frank V, Fred.
Front row, L to R: Celia, John, Mayme. Theres an inside joke in this picture. The youngest son,
William (Bill), in the center of the back row, is standing on some sort of riser, making him appear
much taller than his older brothers.
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Era Four — The Hruby Conservatories
From 1916 to 1968

Newly installed signage on the Broadway Conservatory, shown in 2010. Its appearance matches the 1916 original.

Led by oldest brothers Frank V and Fred, in 1916
the siblings founded a conservatory for teaching
music lessons. Fred’s wife was Mary, the daughter of a prominent Czech doctor, Dr. Joseph V.
Kofron. Dr. Kofron invested in a building the
family had planned for teaching music, paying for
its design and construction and taking a mortgage
on the building when it was finished.

The first Hruby Conservatory at Broadway and 55th
Street in the heart of the Bohemian neighborhood,
south of downtown Cleveland. The picture appears to
have been taken in the 1920s or early 1930s.

The two-story structure still stands just north of
the corner of Broadway and East 55th Street in the
heart of the old Bohemian district south of Cleveland’s downtown area. The family had architects
Steffens & Steffens design the building. It retains
an unmistakable design elegance today.
The ground floor consisted of four retail suites,

two in front and two in the rear. The
first floor’s financial purpose was to
bring in enough rent every month to
pay the mortgage.
The entire second floor was dedicated
to teaching music, and it supported the
family members for 52 years. The music floor consisted of eight teaching
rooms (one for each of the siblings), a
waiting area for students who arrived
ahead of schedule, and a small, very
pleasant recital hall seating 70 or so.
The hall had a high ceiling and a low
stage for presenting student programs.
At various times the recital hall was


A Hruby Conservatory Symphony Orchestra photographed on May
14th, 1925. This Orchestra appears to consist of Hruby students
and former students, since mature adults are included. Fred Hruby
(center) was the conductor The woman wearing the white blouse
was Constance Kulish, who had studied with Frank V. She may
have been a teacher at the Conservatory at the time.
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Eventually the family looked west to serve more students, and opened a branch on Detroit Avenue in Lakewood. This studio closed several years after it opened,
possibly because of the Great Depression.
A more successful branch was established in the City of
The restored Hruby Conservatory, shown in
East Cleveland, where the family opened a studio at 2010. The storefront on the right is occupied
Euclid and Superior Avenues. They moved this studio’s by a branch of the Cleveland Public Library.
location
in This facade would have been visually promi1949 to a nent in the old Czech neighborhood. The music teaching rooms upstairs are now operated
l a r g e by the Broadway School of Music, a non-profit
V i c t o r i a n - charitable organization.
style home at
the corner of Northfield Road and Euclid Avenue in
East Cleveland.

The lovely triplet of south-facing windows in the
Broadway Conservatorys recital hall.



All together the eight Hruby siblings along with more
than a dozen relatives by marriage, and friends, taught
music lessons to Cleveland youth for 52 years—two
full generations, a long time for a family enterprise.
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The authors believe that these Conservatories, with their large teaching staffs of professional musicians, close contact with many students per day six days a week, for 52 years of operation, created the family’s enormous impact on individual music appreciation in Cleveland.

The south side of the Broadway Conservatory, now restored, as it appeared in 2010.

The last full-family photograph of the Hruby Family Orchestra. The name on the drum head has been touched in. At
this time, 1935, the family was no longer consistently playing together. This photograph, for the annual Music Festival
at Cathedral Latin High School, was likely the last concert the siblings played together. Celia died the following year,
in 1936. L to R: Fred, Celia, Charles, Frank V, Bill, John, Alois, Mayme. Frank VI guesses that there was some goodnatured jostling and negotiating for position in advance of these portraits.
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The extended staff of the Conservatory had romantic side effects. Eva Hruby’s younger sister,
Rose Ptacek, was a skilled pianist who came to Cleveland from Kansas to study advanced piano.
While teaching at the Broadway Studio, Rose met Emil Sholle, one of the Conservatory’s violin
and percussion teachers, who was also from a musical Czech family, of five. Rose and Emil
eventually married, and had two daughters, Jeanne (Allen) and Carol (Schupp).
Advancing age of the brothers, declining neighborhood population, changes in musical taste, and
reduced demand for music lessons in the central city shrank the student base too much to make
teaching feasible. The brothers closed the East Cleveland and Broadway Studios in 1968. For
such an exuberant bunch, the decision to close the studios came quietly and resignedly.
For fifteen years the Broadway building fell into moderate weather-related disrepair, to be rescued eventually through the private efforts of the Demme family, as part of the restoration of the
neighborhood.
Music education by this time had
shifted from individually paid private
lessons to larger non-profit institutions
such as the Music School Settlement
in University Circle, the Cleveland
Institute of Music, and BaldwinWallace College’s Music Department,
These organizations’ operating expenses were subsidized by charitable
contributions, endowments or governmental agencies. The days of
large-scale private music education
were over.
The Broadway studio is listed in the
National Register of Historic Places.
Signage on the outside cornice of the
building still identifies it as the Hruby
Conservatory of Music. The second
floor is still devoted to music education, and now operates under government grants as a non-profit organization, the Broadway School of Music.
Students still ascend the staircase for
lessons in the individual rooms, and
their parents still attend recitals in the
recital hall. The first floor houses a
branch of the Cleveland Public Library as a tenant. The Hruby siblings
would be pleased that the primary music education function of their building continues.


An unusual photograph of a Hruby Family Quartet from the late
1920s. Frank VI does not recall what sort of event would call for a
quartet that this photograph promoted. Back row, L to R: John with
violin, Bill with trumpet, Frank V with bass clarinet; Alois in front with
a cello. Frank would wear a mustache until after the Great Depression concluded. Now, where were Charles and Fred?
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Era Five — Cleveland Orchestra
From 1918 to the Early 1950s
Numerous leading Clevelanders founded the
Cleveland Orchestra in 1918, with Hrubys
Frank V, Mayme and John playing as members.
These three were joined later by Alois and Bill.
One or more Hrubys played in the orchestra until Bill resigned in the early 1950s.

The six Hruby Brothers together, in the 1940s. L to R:
John, Charles, Fred above Frank V, Bill, Alois.

With Bill’s resignation, for the first time in
more than 30 years no Hruby sibling was listed
in the Cleveland Orchestra program. However,
the family connection continued, with Emil
Sholle playing percussion and Frank May, sonin-law of Frank V and Eva, playing string bass
The six Hruby Brothers together, in the early 1950s. L to
in
the orchestra into the 1970s. Frank VI reR: John, Alois, Frank V, Charles, Fred, Bill.
viewed the Orchestra’s performances as the
Music Critic of the city’s evening newspaper, the Cleveland Press, until the Press closed in 1982.
Frank VI recalls a splendid picture of three Hruby brothers playing herald trumpets on an outdoor balcony of Severance Hall overlooking the Cleveland Art Museum lagoon. The trumpeters
were playing the fanfare from Richard Straus’ “Ein Heldenleiben” to recall the audience from
their intermission strolls around the lagoon.

Era Six — Legacy and Descendents
Beginning around 1946
The Hruby legacy consists of entertaining a generation
of Americans with musical performances and teaching
two generations of young Clevelanders how to play
musical instruments. The Hruby conservatories taught
all the orchestral instruments plus banjo, guitar, and
accordion. For those not familiar with the breadth of
orchestral instruments, the Hruby Conservatories
taught violin, viola, cello, bass, flute, oboe, clarinet,
trumpet, French horn, trombone, tuba, piano and other
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Frank Hruby V, with his son, Frank VI, going
over family historical material in the late 1960s.

keyboard instruments, and percussion. In business
terms, this is a “full product line,” offered to several thousand youngsters. Really, a child could
learn to play any instrument from the Hrubys.
Several children of the Hruby brothers and sisters,
notably Frank V’s son Frank VI, Alois’ son Joe,
and Mayme’s son Richard, each continued the musical tradition.
Frank VI taught music at University School in
Shaker Heights for 27 years and wrote reviews of
musical performances as Music Critic of the Cleveland Press, an evening newspaper with a circulaThree professional Hruby musicians in the third generation: L to R: Dick Kolda, son of Mayme; Frank VI, tion of over 300,000 through 1982. He also conson of Frank V, and Joe, son of Alois.
ducted musical theater outdoors at Cain Park in
Cleveland Heights from 1946 through 1956. Into
early 2012 he composed music for student performances on his computer, using musical notation
software. Several of his works have been published and are being sold to student performers.
Joe Hruby played trumpet in various Cleveland musical performing groups, including the Cleveland Philharmonic Orchestra, Playhouse Square
theatrical performances, and the Hal Lynn dance
orchestra. Joe was also Vice President of the
Cleveland Musician’s Union.
Richard (Dick) Kolda, also a trumpet player,
taught band and orchestra in the Cleveland
Heights Public Schools throughout his career.
As recently as 2011, people in Cleveland were
still introducing themselves to Frank Hruby IV
with comments like “My brother took lessons
from a Hruby!”
Co-author Mike Hruby recalls the early 1950s
when as a youth he would accompany his mother
Pollee on shopping trips “downtown.” He and his
mother would often encounter clerks, complete
strangers, who would take a look at the Hruby
name on a Charg-a-Plate and exclaim, “Oh, you
must be one of those musical Hrubys! What instrument do you play”? It seemed to him as a
six-year-old that virtually everyone in Cleveland
knew a Hruby, had studied with a Hruby, saw a
performance by a Hruby, or had a family member
who took music lessons from a Hruby.
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Frank VI with grand daughter Emily Hruby (MIkes
older daughter) in front of the arched triplet of windows of the Broadway Conservatorys recital hall in
2010. Emily plays clarinet and piano, showing that
the musical gene can skip a generation and remain
strong.

Sketches of the Hruby Brothers and Sisters, by Frank VI:
Here are thumbnail sketches of the eight Hruby siblings and their immediate families, as recollected by Frank Hruby VI.
Frank V played the clarinet, piano, viola. Lived 1883 to 1974, 91 years.
Founding member of the Cleveland Orchestra. Married Eva Ptacek. They had
my sister Marie and me, Frank VI. “My father was the quietest and calmest of
the bunch. As the eldest, he was in charge of making arrangements, such as
signing contracts for playing dates and buying the railroad tickets
for the touring part of their activities. He also kept the family records, payments, schedules, and managed the tours. He had a good
sense of humor and enjoyed a good laugh. My earliest recollection
of his humor was in some hotel room. I was perhaps four years old and jumping up
and down on a bed. At one point he told me to bend over and touch my toes. I did
so and heard a very loud tearing sound, as though my pajamas were ripping, and I
was aghast. I couldn’t understand why the others were laughing so hard. It turned Frank V as a
out that Dad had an old shirt collar (in the days of collars separate from the shirt), teen around
and every time I bent over he’d tear the collar, making it sound as if my pajama 1900.
pants were tearing in the rear.
“He was a very good parent. He always took time to explain things to me,
we had almost a teacher-student relationship. He started me on the clarinet
and the piano at age four, and when I was ready, he found a teacher for the
next step in my musical development. His students at the Hruby Conservatory were very fond of him. I still hear from former students of his about
the nice relationship he had with them, even the pupils he discouraged from
further study.”
Alois played the trumpet and the cello. Lived 1886 to 1968,
73 years. Member of the Cleveland Orchestra. Married Lillian Veverra. They had five children: Louis; Mary Louise,
who died tragically at age 13; Joseph (Joe), who played the
trumpet professionally for many years; Thomas, who worked
at Northern Michigan University; and Jane, who lives in Columbus. Called Louie, “he was the most vibrant of the eight.
He gestured, he fulminated, he involved his listeners in a very excited, enthusiastic manner. He enjoyed telling his listeners more than they needed to
know about any topic under consideration. He experimented with a hybrid
instrument called the cellophone, a cello with a megaphone mounted above
its strings. He was the most celebrated of the eight, not only because he was
the noisiest but because he excelled in everything he did, musically and otherwise. For example, Louie worked with facial surgeons on the orientation
of the teeth and lips in formation of a trumpet-player’s embouchure.” This
interdisciplinary work made Louie technically prominent.
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Frank V in a typical
concert uniform from
the 1900s. Hes holding a bassett horn,
which has a slightly
higher voice than an
alto clarinet and is
used in pieces like
Mozarts Serenade
“Gran Partida” that call
for unusual woodwind
combinations.

John played the trumpet and the violin. Lived 1887 to 1964, 77 years. Founding
member of the Cleveland Orchestra. Married Viola. Had three children: Franklin, an actor and stage director; Margaret; and Patsy, “Boots.” “I remember John
as the shortest and wiriest of the brothers, and the easiest communicator. As violinist he was the ‘leader’ of the gang musically and set the tempos. He was the
only one to have college degree, in Music Education from Western Reserve. He
was a well-known department head at Cathedral Latin High School on Cleveland’s East Side. He was a successful orchestra and band director in the Cleveland schools his whole career.”
Celia played the flute and the piano. Lived 1889 to 1937, 48 years. Married
Jerry Mazanec. They had one son, Frank “Frankie.”” Celia was the least known
of the siblings because she played in the fewest family groups and was the first to
marry. She had a delicate personality, a mild and gentle temperament and was not
explosive like some of the boys were. She’d come to family gatherings at
Thanksgivings and Christmas celebrations with her husband and son and enjoy
the crowd. In the 1920s she and Jerry lived above a grocery store at 116th and
Miles Road, right next to the Erie Railroad crossing.” “The train came nearly
through the living room,” remembers Frank VI, who loved having the trains so close by. Frank
VI and Frankie met by coincidence on Guam during World War II, 7,700 miles west of home.
Fred played the piano and the clarinet. Lived 1891 to 1978, 87 years. Married
Mary Kofron, daughter of a prominent doctor. “Doctor Kofron was the financial
backer whose investment allowed the family to build its Broadway Studio. He
and Mary had two sons, Freddie, an MD, and Charlie, a dentist. Fred, along with
Frank V, ran the various branches of the Conservatory. Fred on the piano served
as the orchestra-within-the-orchestra, as such a small group could not handle all
the instrumental chores of, say, a Wagner overture or a Verdi aria. He moved his
family from Cleveland to Chagrin Falls, where he and his wife took an interest in society.”
Charles played the trumpet and the violin. Lived 1893 to 1976, 83 years. Married Rose. [Children, two sons] “Charlie was the quietest of the lot, doing his best
while generating the least hubbub. At parties I remember him as more of a listener than a participant. Frank VI recalls that the families of Charles and Frank V
seldom visited, so the families hardly knew each other. Charlie’s family lived on
Elmarge Street behind the their parents’ Miles Avenue home.”
Mayme played the cello and the piano, and sang as a soprano. Lived 1897 to
1984, 87 years. Founding member of the Cleveland Orchestra. Married Frank
Kolda They had one son, Richard, “Dick.” “Mayme was one of the two female
members of the Cleveland Orchestra when it organized. On the family orchestra
tours she frequently sang arias from both opera and operetta. She was warm,
affectionate, jolly, and talkative. Everyone enjoyed Mayme’s company, and she
was the life of any party. Frank Kolda operated a meat market for years, then
got a drafting degree in night school and went on to a successful career drafting
patent illustrations.”
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William played the trumpet and percussion instruments. Member of the Cleveland Orchestra. Lived 1899 to 1965, 66 years. Married Aldora. One daughter,
Patsy. “As the youngest, Bill was the last to join the tours. He was on the extrovert side, and had an enviable bluster required of members of the various drumand-bugle corps he taught and led. Bill taught me [Frank VI] how to perform as
a drum major for the Cleveland Heights High School band. Drum majors lead
marching bands in formation as entertainment during half-time shows at football
games. Bill’s instruction included how to hold the baton, how to swing it and
throw it over the goal posts and catch it perfectly. I remember him teaching me to step with an
exaggerated strut that a crowd would always admire.”
The eight siblings were exuberant, extroverted, and intensely people-oriented. Pollee Hruby’s
first encounter with the siblings came once she and Frank VI were married, right at the end of
World War II. Pollee had been raised by reserved and proper New Englanders. She recalled often how she was astounded at the welcome she received from the Midwestern Hruby siblings
when she first met them: hugs, shouts of pleasure and welcome, warm well-wishes and vigorous
conversation.

Afterword: Music Conveys the Spirit of Life
Frank VI recalls, “It was thrilling to be on the
second floor of the Broadway Studio when the
family was there teaching. With their exuberance, with eight rooms issuing the sounds of a
multitude of instruments, with the coming and
goings of students, the sound of conversations
and laughter, the whole building was filled
with energy, enthusiasm, and happiness. I always enjoyed those times!”
Louis B. Seltzer, long-time and forceful Editor
of the Cleveland Press, praised the Hruby
Family in a Christmas-season editorial dated
December 22, 1942, saying, in part:

The seven surviving Musical Hrubys in the 1950s.
This was their last group photograph. By this time
they were seldom all together.
Their schedules,
homes and workplaces were all different. L to R:
Mayme, Frank, Fred, John, Bill, Charles, Alois.

“It is to the Hruby Family, therefore, that for
Mrs. Seltzer, one of their pupils, and myself, on
behalf of everyone privileged to hear their wonderful music for a generation, I say:

“‘In peace and in war, in depression and prosperity, in ragtime and in symphony, in the modern
tempo and old classics, in everything that is musical, the Hrubys have been foremost.
“‘ You have given your home community fame as musicians. You have given us glorious music.
You have given freely and lovingly of your music with the principal dividend the musical appreciation of your friends and your fellow citizens. You are truly an unusual family. You have carried forward the best tradition set by your late parents.
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“‘ You have helped greatly to make Cleveland a center of music and culture. You have given
Cleveland something for which it will be forever thankful, and in the spirit of the holidays immediately ahead, we all wish you, Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.‘ --LBS” (Please see Appendix One for the entire editorial.)

Long after the Conservatories were closed, people would come up to Frank VI and say affectionate things like, “I remember walking down that long hall [of the Broadway studio] quivering
with fear because I hadn’t practiced, or hadn’t practiced enough.”

A Cleveland Rapid Transit car carrying an image of Frank
Hruby V, playing a bass clarinet as a member of the
Cleveland Orchestra in the early 1920s. Standing by the
car is his son, Frank VI. Photo taken early 2009.

An image of Frank V was placed on the side of
a Cleveland Rapid Transit car as part of the
bicentennial celebration of Cleveland’s founding. In the image, Frank V is shown playing a
bass clarinet, which most people confuse with
a saxophone. The family backstory is slightly
different: the intent of the commemorative
program directors was to portray the founding
father, Frank IV, but they chose a picture of his
son instead. Frank VI conjectures that the historians found an archive photo captioned
“Frank Hruby” and selected it, not realizing
how many Frank Hrubys there actually were.

In economic terms, the success of the Musical
Hrubys demonstrated the tremendous demand
the public had for enjoying music in its everyday life. The Hrubys’ performances and those of similar
musical groups during the same era paved the way for
recorded music in all its proliferating forms. Recorded
music made possible radio and television broadcasts of
musical entertainment. Broadcasting expanded musical
enjoyment much further.
All around us now, in 2012, we see continuing expansion of musical entertainment. It now takes the form of
personal MP3 players, on-line music stores, and customizable music radio available through Internet file
streaming. The Musical Hrubys played an early part in
this expansion. We think the entire Hruby Family Orchestra of 1912 would be fascinated by the stream of
musical developments that followed them.
The ripples from the inspiration that Frank Hruby IV
dropped into the pond called Cleveland Music are still
spreading outward.
A passage full of music, memories, smiles,
and laughter: the central corridor of the Hruby
Conservatory, as restored, in 2010.

• • •
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Appendix One
Cleveland Press Editorial about the Musical Hruby Family, December 22, 1942
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Appendix Two
Writing This Family History

October, 2011: Four generations of Frank Hrubys.
Authors Frank and F. Michael hold the wonderful 1912
photo of the Musical Hruby Family. Franks father and
grandfather, both Franks, are first and third from the right.

This family history was written during 2011 and 2012 by Frank and Mike Hruby. A narrative
describing the Musical Hrubys had been discussed in the family for 40 years but something more
pressing always got in the way. In the fall of 2010, finding the family archives in four filing
cabinet drawers of Frank’s home, Mike volunteered to help his Dad write a short history of the
family. They both wanted to commemorate the earlier generations’ accomplishments. Plus, the
archives needed a permanent home.
They started by sitting down at Frank’s computer. Having known his great uncles as a young
boy but knowing few of the facts, Mike turned to his father and said, “Well, what should we
write about?” They both laughed, and with that they got underway. Mike asked questions, Frank
gave answers and stories, Mike typed, the two talked together and reworked phrasing. They
added photographs where they fit. For both of them the writing was always enjoyable, much
more fun than either had anticipated. The work went smoothly. Best of all, it was done together.
Mike’s brother David helped at key points from Boston by making some spectacular Photoshop
modifications of scans of the publicity photographs and pictures from the studios and albums.
Frank celebrated the completion of the history with his Boston children on March 3, 2012. He
was proud of the result, and felt happy and relieved to have the project completed. Three weeks
later, he died in his sleep at University Hospitals. He was 93.
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Notes
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